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Our August talk was “The Confessions of a Locksmith” by Tony Homden. For the first half we were 

taken through the history of locks and keys. Keys are mentioned often in the Bible and there is some 

evidence that they were used by the Babylonians at about 7000BC. The earliest surviving locks are 

Egyptian, about 3-4000 years old and made of wood. They were very simple 3 pin locks with 

matching keys, and because wood would not have been very secure they were mostly used for 

show. From about 900 AD all metal locks were developed, multiple bolts and ornate keys suggested 

both security and status. Locks increased in size and complexity, but criminals kept up with 

developments and all locks proved eventually pickable. In 1818 a break-in at Portsmouth Dockyard 

was so serious that the government announced a competition to invent an un-pickable lock. The 

prize was eventually won by Jeremiah Chubb, a name still associated with quality locks. Chubb later 

developed practical and affordable locks for the mass market. Another locksmith, Joseph Bramah 

displayed a lock in the window of his shop with a prize of £200 to anyone who could open it. It was 

won by an American 50 years later at the Great Exhibition.  

Tony began his locksmithing career as a salesman of door viewers and chains. The first lock he 

attempted to pick was for a neighbour who had locked himself out. After success with this he 

practised on garage door locks, Tony said there were no YouTube videos in those days! He has found 

that a surprising number of people manage to lock themselves in the bathroom. A lot of his work has 

been “domestic”, changing locks after couples split up. One lady did this 4 or 5 times in one year 

after repeatedly making up and falling out with her partner. He had also broken into the wrong 

house one time for a re-possession, having been given the wrong address by the bailiffs. Tony was 

once called to change the locks on an American Base which shall remain nameless after the British 

services had taken it over. He found that the locks to all the sensitive areas such as the armoury 

were all the same code and had never been changed from the manufacturer’s default setting! 

Overall it was an interesting and entertaining evening. Our next talk is “The Impact of the Normans” 

on 3rd September. 


